
 
 

 

TRAFINZ Road Safety Leadership Award 2018 
 
Winner 
 
Tauranga City Council, Travel Safe 
 
Road safety and active transport is a shared responsibility.  A responsibility that belongs to 
the whole community and not just the people using or building and maintaining the road 
network and pathways. 
 
Travel Safe is an approach adopted by Tauranga City Council that is based on an integrated 
approach – working alongside community at all levels. 
 
It involves schools, students, adults and community in making collective decisions.  The 
guiding principles developed by this community form a starting approach to how the Council 
will work with communities in road safety and active transport activities.   
 
They work with a wide range of key partners to achieve the desired outcomes.  These 
Partners included NZ Police, NZTA, Regional Council, Age Concern, Population Health, 
ACC, Bike NZ, Sport BOP and many others. 
 
Travel Safe is an amazing community leadership initiative that enables individuals and 
communities to OWN road safety. 
 
Examples of the community ownership include: 
 

• Partners fronting the programme and becoming spokespeople for the activities being 
delivered  

• Tertiary students being actively involved in ‘pit stop’ events – sharing their learning and 
skills with peers 

• Travel smart school leaders being recognised as influencers in their community 

• Young people identifying issues, creating road safety graphics and promoting their 
messages to peers and the wider community. 

• Local cycle skills instructors seeing real purpose in being regularly upskilled and 
becoming part of an effective wider team – being cycling ambassadors in their 
community 

• Retired folk offering to be volunteers at their local ‘car fit’ events and offering support to 
Age Concern for elderly driver programmes 

• Secondary school students working alongside the Travel Safe team looking at issues 
relevant to their own age group and developing content for practical workshops 

 
The results are impressive and so is the increasing demand by more schools and students 
wanting to be involved.  Active transport initiatives are increasing and there has been 
significant growth in the numbers of students walking, biking scootering, skating and using 
the bus to travel to school 
 



 
 

 

This programme has enabled real people to get out and be involved in travel safe initiatives 
for themselves with the understanding that the extent of benefits is unlimited to themselves 
and their community. 
 
The programme has the ability to be adopted throughout NZ to bring positive change so that 
local people can help solve local problems. 


